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The Year is 2025. 
A String of Gruesome Attacks Plunge the World Into Chaos…

Rogue Waves follows an Indie News Podcast of the same name
that gained popularity with its grassroot, guerilla-style news sourcing.

As the team of Rogue Waves seeks answers about the attacks, 
darker truths are uncovered that threaten the very core
of not only what it means to be American, but human.
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Rogue Waves:
An Epic Journey in 

8 Parts

We follow the chaos with over 50 call-ins, group forums, professional 
opinions, on-the-scene calls, leaked tapes, flashbacks, and much 

more. Cliffhangers, chase scenes, psychological play, original songs 
and soundtrack, direct address, and much more keep the listener on 

the edge of their seat.

“You remember grandpa talking about rogue waves? As kids, they were warned of 
them coming in. Just sweeping everyone away on the rocks. Sudden, no warning. 

Just one. That’s all it takes. 
That's what all this feel like. We can't see what's coming anymore, there are bigger 
people pulling the strings that we just can't see. And who's to say they're pulling 
the right strings? One day we might just wake up all swept away into that ocean. 

And maybe it will be beautiful for a second until our whole world falls into 
darkness.” 



How:
Over 10 weeks, the cast would meet for one hour on zoom. The cast 
would then send two takes back of their individual parts. The first 
episodes consist of a large amount of individual “call-ins” to the 
podcast. Using a a fictitious website called Connectus.com (think 
Reddit but with a more stringent process), Rogue Waves crowd 
sources their news allowing for many different background noises, 
recording quality, and other issues to not matter. It feels real. 

Who:
The beauty of the story came from the actors and collaborators. My 
favorite character suddenly became Jada after Sam Morales’ take of 
a monologue in Part 2. Suddenly that character became crucial to the 
story. This occurred throughout. The incredible team of editors 
pushed me, an actual medical professional consulted with me to 
make the science as frighteningly truthful as possible, my producer 
all but forced me to keep going, and the incredible cast created a 
world I never could have imagined. 

Why:
The true question. Rogue Waves began as a joke. But it became 
something else. At the time of writing, pitching, and casting Rogue 
Waves, we were in the beginning of lockdown. We were lost. I 
contacted Tessa Faye Talent. She began a casting process that turned 
out to be as much about aligning individuals to it being about 
connecting and fighting for something. A lifeline.

That became the spine of the story, but on a grander level. I hesitate 
to call this a zombie apocalypse work. What it is is a story looking at 
human resistance in the face of the impossible, at greed on the 
grandest of levels, and how close we are to the edge of chaos. 



ConnectUs.com:
While the podcast is called Rogue Waves, perhaps the second most 
important title is the website created by the host characters, 
Connectus.com. This website is much like Reddit in that it is a crowd 
sourced, upvote/downvote, on-the-ground style news source. There 
are forums, chats, and the ability to get information out quickly. The 
scope of the news podcast is also sustainable in the story with 
extremely limited resources, something important by the end of the 
season. 

Cool Bits:
Original Music by the Rossi Sisters 
that play into the plot of the story.

The accuracy of science makes it a bit too real.
Reflective of our political and social climate.

Explicit

Writing:
I’ve always loved post-apocalyptic stories and what they say about 
humanity. As the story developed, different subplots injected 
themselves such as BLM, political corruption, greed, misinformation, 
and characters developed episodically in ways I never imagined. I 
wrote as we recorded; the brilliant actors became their characters 
and vice-versa.

Editing:
I will be the first to admit that I learned Logic Pro for this project 
without understanding what it would be like by the 8th Part; building 
soundtracks, over 50 characters, 1500 cuts, and over 130 sections. 
This allowed the budget to be extremely low as I learned how to 
master & mix and bought sound packs to build the world of Rogue 
Waves.
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Future Possibilities
• Second Season (Spotify, Apple Podcast)
• Animated Series (Think Black Mirror  mixed with Love, 

Death, Robots)
• Netflix series (low budget, high quality)
• Film (adapt into a thriller)

Instagram: @roguewavespodcast
Twitter: @roguewavespod
TikTok: @roguewavespodcast

Links

Youtube: https://youtube.com/channel/UC1I2cBcRX5lTZlUjXAG3EiA

Or search “Rogue Waves Podcast Youtube” in your search engine.

Trailers

https://youtube.com/channel/UC1I2cBcRX5lTZlUjXAG3EiA

